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Slug Comparison is the solo project of Fen vocalist/guitarist Doug Harrison. Known for blending
darkness and light, acoustic and electric, Harrison first deepened his exploration of these elements
with a 2014 solo album that felt like a Part II to Fen’s acclaimed album Trails Out Of Gloom.
In 2017, Harrison started recording and releasing EP’s. After four of them—IIa, b, c and d—Rock
Company got in touch and convinced him to bundle these EP’s, add a few extra tracks and release
them as the successor to his solo debut.
So here is Slug Comparison’s second album: When You Were Living Here. The title track and “beings
far away” are dedicated to the memory of Eric Rose—Harrison’s former roommate, friend, and
creative accomplice.

YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/user/RockCompanyNL
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/slugcomparison
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exactly what to do
hyperslump
let some light
fine with it
thoughts
when you were living here
becoming
so ya got a great guitar
hold of you
beings far away
purple monkey
one more step
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Availability
The album is available in digital formats through all major outlets.
A CD version is available through the band’s label Rock Company and various retailers worldwide.
Distribution in EU by Rock Inc./Bertus.
CD pre order starts end of the year on Rock Company and bandcamp.
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Contact us at info@rockcompany.nl for more information or interviews. And please inform us about
reviews, so we can link them to our social networks and website.

Rock Company
Neerseweg 60
5988 DA Helden
The Netherlands
www.rockcompany.nl

Thanks and all the best!
PS: find this and a high resolution cover at https://rockcompany.nl/links/press/

What the Press has said:
"a stunningly beautiful piece of music, possibly one of the most thrillingly gorgeous songs I have
heard this year. Floydian in nature"
--Sonic Abuse

"a truly gifted singer and songwriter"
--Progressive Music Planet

"laid bare, with raw emotive heart open wide...exceptional pieces of music."
--Wonderbox Metal

"will please all fans of Doug's amazing voice and his ability to communicate a deep sense of meaning
and emotion"
--Something for the Weekend?
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